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Melbet.NG Bookmaker and casino Nigeria


Melbet is a globally renowned sportsbook with a wide selection of over 40 sports to choose from. The platform boasts an impressive range of options for popular sports, as well as online and live casino features, and daily raffles with exciting prizes.
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Melbet Nigeria website - a brief overview


The bookmaker has been accepting bets from Nigerian players since 2020 on the basis of a local gambling license. The company provides users with favorable conditions for sports betting, a wide range of gaming features and many generous bonuses for new and existing customers.


	  


 Name	Melbet NG
	  


 Country of operation	Nigeria
	  


 Date of establishment	2020
	  


 License	license № OYSGB/CASB/210006
	  


 Minimum deposit	500 NGN
	  


 Bonus	100000 NGN
	  


 Application	iOS, Android
	  


 Support service	LIVE-chat, hotline
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The Melbet Nigeria bookmaker offers a modern website with a bright design and user-friendly interface. Simple navigation does not cause difficulties even for novice players. The site is accessible from a computer and from mobile devices. The transition to the mobile version of the site is automatic when you visit the resource from your phone.



Alert!
In Nigeria, the site is not blocked by local Internet service providers.








MELbet bonuses and promotions


As a welcome offer, new customers can receive a bonus of up to 100 000 NGN on their first deposit. Wagering of this bonus does not require any real money to be risked.
Melbet’s bonus program is designed to cater to both new and existing users, with a variety of regular offers available to all.
	These offers include a loyalty program, which rewards users with points that can be exchanged for promo codes and freebies in the “Shop of promo codes” section. In addition, users can receive refunds for lost parlays where only one event out of seven with a quotation from 1.70 did not play.
	Another bonus is the Live Money Bonus, which is awarded after 100 bets with odds of 1.30 or higher over a period of 30 days. This bonus is equal to the average amount of the coupons drawn.
	Finally, Melbet also offers daily bonuses, including 10% more quotes in pre-match and in-play markets.

Melbet’s online casino offers various promotions to its players, including deposit rewards, birthday gifts, and draws for free spins.








How to open an account in Melbet Nigeria - registration
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Melbet.NG provides four different options for registration, which include “in 1 click”, phone number, email address, and social networking. During the registration process, users are required to select their country and preferred currency, as well as choose a welcasome gift for either sports betting or the casino.



  







Deposit and payouts MELbet ng


Melbet’s registered users have the option to make deposits on the website or through the app, with various payment methods available. Deposits can be made through bank cards, e-wallets such as Piastrix and MuchBetter, and cryptocurrency wallets. The minimum deposit amount for NGN accounts is 500 NGN.








Coefficients and Line


Melbet’s sports betting line covers a broad range of professional and amateur championships, including youth and women’s competitions up to level 3-5 within the country.
The platform offers an extensive selection of betting options:
	up to 1,500 soccer markets,
	up to 1,000 hockey markers,
	up to 500 basketball markets,
	up to 200 variants each for volleyball and tennis.

Malbet Nigeria has structured its markers in a spreadsheet format, organized by type. These types include “Forfeits,” “Totals,” “Players,” “Goals,” and “Intervals,” among others.
Melbet’s average margin ranges from 4% to 6%, depending on the specific discipline, league, and market. Typically, the most favorable quotes are offered on the main outcomes of the top matches in soccer, hockey, tennis, and basketball.
Additionally, Melbet Betting Site offers daily expos with 10% higher odds than usual, providing users with even better chances to win big.


Live - betting


The live betting option at a professional level covers a vast majority of ongoing matches. Bettors can place wagers on both major and minor markets, with up to 500 positions available for popular soccer matches. Users have access to video broadcasts and match visualizations, as well as detailed statistics and graphs that track the fluctuation of odds.



  




In addition, Live offers two distinct game modes: “Multi-LIVE,” which allows users to add multiple events and place simultaneous bets on different matchups, and “Marble-LIVE,” where users can place wagers on various unconventional disciplines such as billiards, curling, shooting, bingo, and more.





Cybersports


Melbet’s official website offers a virtual games section where users can place bets on a variety of computer disciplines, including CS:GO, Dota 2, and LoL. Other options include King of Glory, Rainbow Six, and Valorant, as well as Starcraft 2, Rocket League, and Call of Duty.
In addition to virtual games, Melbet also accepts bets on sports simulators such as cyber soccer, cyber basketball, cyber hockey, and cyber tennis, among other disciplines.
Additionally, Melbet provides live streams for significant meetings in eSports, allowing users to stay up-to-date on the latest developments and place more informed bets.
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To place a bet, the player needs to follow a few simple steps, which include:
	Logging in to the personal account.
	Navigating to either the “Line” or “Live” section.
	Choosing the type of sport or cybersport and the specific championship.
	Adding the desired outcomes to the betting slip in a sequential manner.
	Specifying the amount of the bet.

To expedite coupon placement, users may opt to have the system take automatic action when odds change. They can either accept any or only increased odds, or prompt customer confirmation for all transactions.








Melbet casino


For those who enjoy gambling, Melbet offers live casino games with real dealers. Players can enjoy a range of classic casino games, such as roulette, baccarat, blackjack, keno, poker, Dragon Tiger, and Sic.
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When accessing the website from a smartphone or tablet, users are automatically redirected to the mobile version of the site. This version offers all the basic features, as well as a range of additional features.
These include:
	Betting on sports events
	Playing casino games, including live casino games and other gambling entertainment
	Depositing and withdrawing funds
	Registering and filling out profile data
	Participating in bonus promotions
	Contacting the support team for assistance

On the mobile website, users can access “one-click” deals, as well as view video streams and live info graphics. There is also a section for results and statistics, and customers can communicate with customer support through an online chat feature.


Android app


The official website allows customers to download the Melbet app for Android. The gaming software boasts an intuitive interface, along with advanced functionality and additional features. To navigate the mobile application, users can use buttons such as “Popular,” “Favorites,” “Coupon,” “History,” and “Menu.” The app is compatible with smartphones and tablets running Android 5.0 or later versions.





iPhone app


The Melbet mobile application for iOS devices allows users to place bets on sports and esports, carry out financial transactions, view live broadcasts, receive bonuses, and communicate with customer support. The app also includes convenient features such as “one-click” betting, saving preferred amounts in the betting slip, clearing the slip after a bet is placed, and logging in using a PIN code or biometrics. The mobile app is compatible with iPhones and iPads running on iOS 12.0 or newer.








  

Popular Questions







Do Nigerian players trust Mellbet?
Yes, the bookmaker is popular among Nigerian players.







How do I register with Malbet Nigeria?
Users can open an account at the bookmaker’s office in 4 ways: in one click, by filling out the registration form, by phone number or through social media.







What is the minimum bet?
Minimum betting is 30 NGN.







How to withdraw money from MelBet NG?
In 2023 you can withdraw money from your betting account only to bank cards.











Registration





melbet.com is owned and operated by Pelican Entertainment B.V. as a License Holder (Curacao Egaming License No. 8048/JAZ2020-060) with a registered office located at Perseusweg 27A, Curaсao and Alenesro Ltd ( with registration number HE 399995 and registered office located at Nikou Pattichi 108, office 201, 3070 Limassol, Cyprus) acts as a Billing Agent for the website. All rights reserved and protected by law.
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